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A TIME TO KILL

The shadow of a murderer darkened their lives!
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THE STORY OF

A TIME TO KILL

Peter Hastings, an analytical chemist attractive to women, phones Doctor Cole when he realises that the drinks he and Madeline Tilyard have been having at his house were poisoned. Madeline dies, and the police suspect that Peter, who made no secret of his hatred of the girl, murdered her and took poison as a bluff. Visiting her flat, they find it ransacked, and the only clue is the dog next door who barked at a mysterious male visitor during the night.

Mrs. Cole had also been infatuated with Peter and, wanting to know the best way of helping him, reveals to his reporter friend, Denis Willows, that Madeline worked a blackmail racket with an unknown man, and that she was one of their victims. Denis advises that she go straight to the police, but next morning she is found dead—murdered at the blackmailer’s rendezvous.

Peter explains to his ex-fiancée, Sallie Harbord, why he had to break their engagement: Madeline was blackmailing him because he once sold a formula to a rival firm and that her only price was marriage. Sallie determines to find out who Madeline’s partner was, and when she visits Madeline’s evangelist father, she discovers that Madeline had incurred his wrath with a love affair. She traces an hotel where Madeline used to stay, and motors to Brighton to look up the hotel registers. Denis follows her at Peter’s request, and Peter himself breaks out of his “house arrest” to go there. During the night, Denis tries to strangle Sallie with Peter’s scarf, for she is coming too close to the truth. Peter is awakened by the struggle and holds Denis until the arrival of the police—who have connected the barking of the dog with vital evidence left by the dying Mrs. Cole. Denis, Madeline’s partner in blackmail, had only intended to poison Peter—his rival for her love.
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